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“It takes determination,

dedication, positive thinking

and rising on your feet to

make things work and come

out even stronger.” 
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Even with its tremendous obstacles, 2020 has been a year of tremendous outcomes

and opportunities for Global Sojourns Giving Circle. In the cauldron that is the

pandemic, our commitment to relationships, listening and our mission has been an

alloy, strengthening our organization.

The bonds we have forged and tempered over the years and across cultures and

distances are stronger than ever. From the support of our community of donors,

volunteers and Mentors has come resilience — resilience that has been passed to the

club's youth and noticed by parents, community leaders and government agencies.

This was a year of transition. GSGC Mentors took the reins firmly in hand to lead our

team as we share our vision of gender equity and mentorship. And with their

experience and increased confidence has come incredible growth in the number of

clubs and youth we serve.

Call it a leap of faith rebounding into affirmation. It’s a springboard powered by the

collective energy of individuals committed to their communities' future and the

increasing role of girls in society, summed up in this year’s Annual Report.

The Board and I are deeply grateful for your generous contributions of support, and

we look forward to our light shining even more brightly in 2021.

With love and full of inspiration,

A Message from
GSGC's FOUNDER
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Priscilla Plummer
Founder, Board Chair 



M Y  B I G G E S T  D R E A M S

Global Sojourns Giving Circle works with local
community changemakers to provide girls in
Southern Africa with education, mentorship,
emotional support and a foundation they can
use to create a life of dignity and opportunity.
They, in turn, help others achieve the
same. Study after study has shown what
GSGC has long believed: investing in girls is
one of the most effective ways to lift families
and communities from poverty.

What We Do 

At the heart of our work is: 

I See You • I Hear You • I Believe in You

GSGC provides grants to community-
based organizations run by women and
men who mentor youth, with a focus on
empowering girls. 

Because gender equality will happen only
if males support equal education and
opportunities for girls, our grants also
support boys. GSGC-supported boys club
members are learning the value of
empowered girls and are talking to village
leaders about supporting equal education. 

As we work alongside these generous local
leaders, we listen. Their voices guide our
every step. While leaders customize their
programs to the needs or interests of
different communities, all programs share
a commitment to these core principles:  

Community buy-in; safe spaces; frequent,
consistent meetings; small groups;
knowing your youth; fun, creativity,
interaction; accountability; character- and
values-based programming; giving back  

How We Do It   

Our Values 

G L O B A L  S O J O U R N S
G I V I N G  C I R C L E
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Relationships
Authenticity
Dignity
Community-driven
Learning
Accountability
Confidentiality

Possibility
Creativity
Collaboration
Relevance
Grace
Environmental
Awareness 



T H E  Y E A R  A T  A  G L A N C E
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https://fb.watch/5g9DxLYIdr/


When the roots are deep, 
there is no reason to fear the wind. 

~ African Proverb 

I N G E N U I T Y  A N D
T R A N S F O R M A T I O N  

In a year filled with mind-boggling challenges

and heart-breaking losses, Global Sojourns

Giving Circle has seen unprecedented

generosity, unwavering persistence and

unparalleled growth. As the pandemic pall

settled over the world, our donors dug deeper,

giving Mentors the reassurance that, indeed,

we were all in this together. Supported

themselves, Mentors met each day with

strength, creativity and perseverance, providing

stability and light to the young people we serve

in Southern Africa.

Worldwide, the ground shifted in the past

year. Because of the pandemic, our

interconnectedness was never more

apparent. Because of the pandemic, our

reliance on one another was never more

evident. Discussions about racial, economic

and environmental justice, indigenous

leadership and a healthier planet were never

more widespread and vibrant. 
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The events, movements and emotions of the

past year have brought into even sharper

focus what GSGC is all about. Our

organization has endured and, in fact, thrived

in this tough time because our network and

donors continued to adhere to our long-time

values of community, justice and

empowerment. We have supported one

another year after year, whether down the road

or across oceans. This year was no different.

Without hesitation, Mentors turned their

considerable talents and heartfelt concern not

only to the girls and boys in their GSGC-

sponsored clubs, but to their communities, as

well. Food insecurity worsened in local tourism-

based communities when travel halted, and

seeing the need, Mentors and young people

alike delivered bags of a staple corn meal to

those who had none. They became

accomplished green thumbs, their prolific

gardens helping feed entire villages.

Pandemic lockdown rules varied from country

to country and from rural to urban. But

because the Mentors never skipped a beat,

boys learned to bake bread and girls learned to

sew masks. Boys built hand-washing stations

outside their homes. Instead of spending

empty hours at home, girls in GSGC-sponsored

clubs learned new life skills to achieve greater

independence. Without money for computers,

distance learning was replaced by reviewing

recent school work and completing new lessons

designed by Mentors. 
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With schools closed, club discussions

expanded beyond topics such as gender-

based violence to include reading, language

proficiency and exam preparation. Mentors

brought some young people through their

darkest thoughts. Boys became helpful

around the house. Parents began to pay

more attention to their daughters’ education

and their futures, and many girls were able to

sit for exams even when schools were closed.

Mentors rose as pillars in their communities.

They made home visits and phone calls to

check on girls’ safety, emotional health and

school work. One took to the public airwaves

to explain proper pandemic hygiene. They

memorialized their thoughts about the

pandemic in essays, poems, paintings and

drawings. One completed a computer course.

One found time to finish a book. One

routinely climbed a water tower to connect

by cell phone with other Mentors as they

leaned on one another. They met on Zoom,

encouraged one another on WhatsApp, and

visited feet apart when they could —

transforming a professional network into

what they now call a family. 

Mentor Nyika Muyambo of Sisonke Boys Club

outside Victoria Falls, Zimbabwe, described the

pandemic’s spread as terrifying. But like all

GSGC Mentors, he and fellow Sisonke Mentor

Prosper Siphambili went with hope, community

and compassion instead of despair. 

“When we evaluated everything at

the end of  2020,  we saw it  as the

year when we achieved more than

any year in the past,”  Mentor

Nyika concluded.  “Every challenge

contains the seeds of

opportunity.”

At GSGC, we couldn’t be more proud of our

Mentors or more grateful for you, our donors.

You have been more generous than ever,

enabling us to reach hundreds of young people

and their families through our work to

empower girls and strengthen communities in

Zambia, Zimbabwe, Madagascar and South

Africa. In the pandemic’s wake, this work is

more important than ever. 
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A month before most countries locked down,

the women and men who head GSGC-

sponsored clubs gathered for their annual

Meet-Up — the biggest yet and the first they

planned and led themselves. The two-day

session in Victoria Falls touched many bases,

but it focused on the draft of a how-to manual

the Mentors were assembling.

Originally called the “Toolkit,” Mentors were

pulling together GSGC’s vast body of

knowledge about what does and doesn’t work

for girls and boys clubs in Southern Africa.

M E N T O R S  B R E A K  
N E W  G R O U N D

Their vision was to more easily and

consistently share best practices with one

another, train new Mentors and share their

expertise with others who want to ignite

change. The idea was to help Mentors develop

their individual capabilities as they help young

people develop theirs.

The unexpected and heartbreaking July death

of Bruce Klein, the effort’s volunteer project

manager and a board member, put the Toolkit

squarely in the Mentors’ collective lap. 
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A silver lining of lockdown was that everyone

slowed down and had more time to think —

and for some, more time at the computer.

Our South Africa-based staff joined the Toolkit

project, coordinating information and

providing technical assistance. And Klein’s

son-in-law, Christopher Thee, picked up the

torch in New Jersey.  

The news: Mentors reviewed, expanded,

refined and finished what is now called

the Mentor Resource Centre. 

GSGC Founder and Board Chair Priscilla

Plummer, a 31-year veteran of the Africa

development realm, says the product is likely

the first of its kind. Not only does the Mentors

Resource Centre lay out a proven and locally

led, low-cost path to sustainable change, but

it’s digital, adaptable and replicable. And it’s

written by Africans, for Africans. 

“I don’t like it, I love it,” Mentor Gloria

Mubita proclaimed after reviewing the

Mentors Resource Centre. 

Thee said he is grateful to be able to contribute

to the MRC’s launch.

“Bruce was deeply committed to GSGC’s

mission, and his enthusiasm for it was

infectious,” he said. “All along, I’ve tried to live

the same values of love, generosity and

empowerment that Bruce exemplified through

his service. 

“I’m sure that Bruce would be extremely proud

of what the team has accomplished and would

encourage us to keep pushing forward to

create even more positive change.”
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EHGmCEzx-WM


L I V I N G  G S G C  T E N E T S :

As hunger rose in communities where tourism-
dependent salaries had vanished, Mentors
looked for solutions. While other organizations
handed out store-bought food, several GSGC-
sponsored clubs took a more educational and
sustainable path: gardening.  

Particularly in Livingstone and rural Zambia
and outside Victoria Falls, Zimbabwe, Mentors
and experts taught young people how to plant,
tend and harvest vegetables. Rows of kale,
tomatoes, corn, squash, cabbage, onions,
peppers and sunflowers have kept youth active
and learning and families fed and healthy. 

Mentor Pestrida Muyela of Isepe Girls Club was
given a rural plot for a garden, but when she
realized it was far from a water source, she
approached the local headman.  

“He said he cannot let my dreams of
developing this community die, as he has seen
and heard what I am doing in the community,”
she explained. “He said he will give me, as a
club, another space for gardening near a water
source (because) it’s a good idea.” 

Mentor Pestrida sought an agricultural officer’s
expertise to get started, and she and the club
girls now tend the field. Their hope is to grow
enough cabbage to share with the community
and sell elsewhere so girls will have money for
school books. 

Community Buy-in  and Giving Back
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In Monde Village outside Victoria Falls, Mentors
Nyika Muyambo and Prosper Siphambili and
members of Sisonke Boys Club planted a
garden that became so productive it feeds the
boys and their families — and members of the
Victoria Falls pandemic task force, which the
Mentors joined to be sure they got accurate and
timely information to share. After schools were
closed, they capitalized on the educational
background of Nyika’s wife, Talent, and started
reading classes for boys. Then parents asked
for, and got, classes and a club for girls, too.

And then donations from the community
started coming in for the garden. “When you
start creating that, you know you’re making an
impact,” Mentor Nyika said.

Now, the national Ministry of Agriculture has
registered Sisonke’s garden and will provide
seeds and pest control for its on-going
operation. The Ministry of Education asked
Sisonke to partner with the community on
issues pertaining to children and schools. And
Sisonke was asked to join the National
Association for Nongovernmental
Organizations to help determine a national
development strategy. 

“We did not throw in the towel,”
Mentor Nyika said. “We sought
opportunity. This is what it yielded.” 

These are the types of local leaders we partner
with and you so generously support. 
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Demand for the GSGC model continues to
grow in Southern Africa. More parents are
asking Mentors to open more doors for their
daughters and sons. Changemakers in other
communities are seeking guidance from
veteran Mentors about starting their own
clubs. The need and demand for such
leadership speak to our model’s effectiveness
and the trust GSGC has earned in the region.  

The success also has meant our volunteer
Board and supporters are stretched thin. To
leverage our investment and amplify our
impact, the Board decided the time was right to  
ask for help.

With Founder Priscilla Plummer stateside
during many of the lockdown months, the US-
based team scoured the country looking for a
philanthropic organization that would
appreciate our unique approach, our deep
history and our scrappiness. When the
research was done, a committee of board
members put fingers to the keyboard, and we
submitted our first-ever grant application in
September. It went to the Vancouver,
Washington-based MJ Murdock Charitable
Trust, a hometown organization whose
philosophy and values align closely with ours.

In early 2021, Murdock awarded GSGC a three-
year, $145,000 grant to hire an executive
director. Needless to say, we are thrilled and
grateful for the faith and confidence the Trust
has put in us.  

We are equally delighted to announce that Paul
G. Ventura of Vancouver, has agreed to be our
first executive director. Paul comes to GSGC
with 40 years experience as an executive
director, consultant, board member and 

M J  M U R D O C K  
C H A R I T A B L E  T R U S T  G R A N T

volunteer with nonprofits and international
nongovernmental organizations. He has
managed budgets of up to $5 million and
grants of more than $300,000, and he is an
experienced fundraiser. He has worked in nine
countries in Africa, Asia and South and Central
America. He will report to the board.

For much of the past 20 years, Paul has
devoted his time to training others to generate
resources. For the past several months, Paul
has volunteered his time working with GSGC
Mentors. “At this stage of my career, building
the capacity of others is paramount for me,” he
told the search committee.  

We are thankful Paul will be helping us build
our capacity. Welcome, Paul.  

Paul G. Ventura, Executive Director, GSGC
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Our heartfelt thanks to all who contributed to
our early 2020 request to help sustain our
Mentors as they sustain youth in Southern
Africa. The practical financial help and the
emotional, mental and spiritual support were
invaluable. Donations bought, among other
things, cellphone data for Mentors to meet
digitally in May to check on one another in
lockdown and share concerns and tips when
accurate information was crucial. 

“This call made me realize that GSGC values
us and everything that concerns us,” said
Mentor Mercy Sibanda of Girls Time in
Victoria Falls. “It is indeed a good example of
how they are dedicated in giving out love to
us and our communities.” 

For the May meeting, one Mentor learned
how to set up the group call. Another posed a
kick-off question to participants. A third was
the facilitator. At the end, when a Mentor said
she didn’t want to disconnect, all agreed to
another digital meet-up. 

M E N T O R  N E T W O R K
S T R E N G T H E N E D  

Thanks to our donors’ generosity, Mentors
held four more digital meetings last year, when
in-person meetings were banned and borders
were closed. Here’s what some Mentors had to
say about the meetings: 

"It is amazing to see what creativity coupled
with compassion can make, even amidst a
time of crisis. I am so humbled to be part of
the GSGC family.” ~ Ny Sanda Ranaivoson,
Nosy Ankao Girls Club, Miavana, Madagascar

“Many thanks to the GSGC family for standing
with the (Mentors) and their communities. 
You are indeed a blessing.” ~ Prosper
Siphambili of Sisonke Boys Club, outside
Victoria Falls, Zimbabwe.

“Being innovative and using initiative were
valuable things I heard, but the greatest lesson
was to have passion, love, endurance,
perseverance and patience” ~ Prisca Sakala,
Yosefe Girls Club, Mfuwe, Zambia  
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C R E A T I V E  E X P R E S S I O N S

For the second year, we invited the girls and

boys of GSGC-supported clubs to showcase

their talents in our Creative Expressions

competition. With all that time at home during

lockdowns, they came through like champs!

The response from club members was

extraordinary. The response from Mentors was

enthusiastic encouragement. 

Judges on two continents winnowed the many

entries for a juried competition. They were

generous with their time, attention and

thoughts. Thank you again, judges. 

And we challenged you, our GSGC donors, to

support the finalists by showing your

appreciation for their efforts with your votes

and dollars, and you didn’t disappoint. Your

generosity helped sustain our clubs’

programming and pandemic endeavors. 

Importantly, your contributions meant

scholarships for students who won in six

categories — paying for everything from school

fees to books and uniforms. Thank you for

recognizing these young people’s talents and

helping further their education.  
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We might have been separated by miles and
miles for months and months, but thanks to
technology and some specialized know-how,
we were able to put together a couple projects
on our list. We started with an introduction to
who and what Global Sojourns Giving Circle is. 

During the numerous lockdowns, board
members, Mentors and supporters safely
used the bubble of their home offices or front
yards to record their thoughts about GSGC
and what it means to them. Video came from
Victoria Falls, Mfuwe, Monde, Lupinyu,
Portland, Cape Town, Livingstone, Vancouver
and Albuquerque. 

The result is entertaining and informative —
and touching. Some of us got choked up doing
our bits. Lots of us get choked up each time
we watch it. We hope What Is GSGC will help 

B E H I N D  T H E  C A M E R A :  
ONE PANDEMIC, TWO CONTINENTS,  THREE VIDEOS  

others understand us and increase our giving
circle, and we are certain it will reassure
longtime donors that your support is crucial
and effective. 

And because the GSGC model is rooted in local
mentorship, the lockdowns were the perfect
opportunity to hear from our Mentors about
why they choose the work do – often an
emotionally challenging or taxing job helping
young people facing long odds navigate a more
hopeful path. What the Mentors had to say was
as heart-felt and inspiring as it was reaffirming
that we work with extraordinary people.  

And after so many tough months, just for fun,
we put together The Year at a Glance.  It
reminds us that while the pandemic reshaped
the year worldwide and rejiggered our plans, it
did not derail or defeat us. 
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https://www.gsgivingcircle.org/about-us-our-story/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vHcxVn04U4U
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vHcxVn04U4U
https://fb.watch/5g9DxLYIdr/


L E A R N I N G  C O N T I N U E D

With classrooms shuttered worldwide and
no infrastructure for distance learning,
school moved to homes and outdoors and
was fueled by Mentors’ ingenuity and
youths’ determination.  

Students reviewed older lessons, and
Mentors designed new ones. Youths wrote
book reports and essays and improved
their English or French. Parents became
more involved in their daughters’
education. As schools began to open, some
girls sat for exams to determine whether
they can advance in high school. 

“I’m excited to tell you our girls
passed with flying colors. We’ve got
girls who have university
(admission) results. I’m so excited,”
said Mentor Racheal Musonda
Ng’andu of Believe Club in
Livingstone, Zambia. “It’s touching to
be a Mentor. I didn’t know it would
feel like this.”  

And, one GSGC-sponsored club alumna
graduated from university with a teaching
certificate. Two others were accepted to
nursing school. Another is on her way to
studying Business Administration,
Accounting and Marketing and another
completed a computer certification.
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our numbers

2 0 2 0  F I N A N C I A L  O V E R V I E W

Income

Corporate & Foundation Support

Individual Donor Support

 $11,414

$133,014

Opex vs Project Costs

Operating Expenses

Total Program Expenses

 $6,509

$73,093
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Clubs Mentors Girls & Boys

17 470+ 4 254

Countries* Donors

*Madagascar, South Africa, Zambia, Zimbabwe

Board Members 
Heidi Johnson Bixby, Treasurer, Washington; Holley Gilbert, Secretary, New Mexico; 

Paige Hasson, Oregon; Priscilla Plummer, Founder/President, South Africa, Zimbabwe, Washington;
Jean Tucker, Washington, DC; Erin West, California 
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A M E L I A  E A R H A R T

"The most difficult thing is the

decision to act; the rest is

merely tenacity."


